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Abstract—The tree structure algorithms have been widely
used in many computer fields. Developing efficient and reliable
tree structure algorithms is a challenging problem in the field of
software formalization and trusted software. In this paper,
initially, the binary tree algorithms are divided into three kinds
through induction of the loop invariant structures and output
features. Then, PAR method can conveniently develop loop
invariants and corresponding non-recursive algorithm
programs. Finally, Isabelle is used to formally verify these
developed algorithms. This development method not only
overcomes the tediousness and error-proneness of traditional
manual verification, but also greatly improves the efficiency and
reliability of the developed algorithm program. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the maiden attempt in the literature to
verify a series of non-recursive and efficient binary tree
algorithms. The above process forms a theorem proving library
that include data types, data structures and lemma related
binary tree algorithms, which can significantly reduce the cost
of future verification.
Keywords—Tree structure ˈ Non-recursive algorithm, PAR
methodˈ Loop invariantˈ Isabelle

for processing binary tree are very simple. Due to the special
storage structure of binary trees, various algorithms
generated from binary trees have been widely studied, such
as Huffman tree for data decompression [1], binary sort tree
for dynamic processing of massive data [2], red-black tree for
Linux memory management [3], balanced binary tree for file
directory system [4] and full binary tree for recommendation
system [5], etc.
Binary tree related algorithms can be recursive or nonrecursive, recursive algorithms take much time and occupy a
lot of memory, especially for complex algorithmic programs.
Non-recursive algorithms are more efficient, so it is
especially important to develop highly reliable non-recursive
algorithms.
Loop invariant [6] is very difficult in designing efficient
non-recursive binary tree algorithms. Our research team
proposed a new strategy for the development of loop
invariant through research on a large number of algorithm
characteristics, and then formed a unified algorithm
development
method—PAR(Partition-And-Recurrence)
method [7-10].
This paper uses the PAR method to develop three kinds
of typical tree structure algorithms. Combined with
interactive theorem prover Isabelle [11], the developed
algorithm was formally verified. The main contributions are
as follows:
1.This paper proposes a method that combines the PAR
method and the interactive theorem prover Isabelle. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the maiden attempt in the
literature to verify a series of non-recursive and efficient
binary tree algorithms. The former develops the non-linear
data structure tree algorithms and the latter supports verifying
by the machine theorem prover. The developed algorithm is
non-recursive, which improves its efficiency. Furthermore,
the developed algorithm is formally verified, which not only
overcomes the tediousness and error-proneness of traditional
manual verification, but also greatly improves the reliability
and trustworthy of the developed algorithm program.
2. Through induction of the loop invariant’ structures
and output’s features, the binary tree algorithms are divided

I. INTRODUCTION
Tree structure is one of the most common non-linear
data structures in graph theory. It can support powerful search
algorithms, effectively allocate memory space and provide
regular data storage. If the data in the computer does not have
a specific data structure, it will be just a collection of messy
data. AI (Artificial Intelligence) itself does not have
imagination, but AI can use the tree to complete the storage
of various data and paths, so as to never get lost. The tree
structure is ubiquitous in our daily life. In various games
involving multi-dimensional space, computers can use the
tree to complete collision detection. Rental websites like
Airbnb often use the binary search tree to improve query
efficiency, reduce time complexity, save memory and cost.
The complexity of tree structure algorithm is lower and more
efficient than other structures that accomplish the same
function, so the design and verification of tree structure
algorithms is of great significance in computer science.
Binary tree is particularly important because the algorithms
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into three kinds. By discovering their commonality, it is very
helpful to simplify the development and verification process.
3.Using Isabelle, the related data types, data structures,
and related auxiliary functions of frequently-used binary tree
algorithms be defined. The theorem proof library related
binary tree algorism is developed, which is beneficial for
future reuse and construction of more complex verifications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In chapter
2, introduce the relevant knowledge of the PAR method and
its supporting platform, and the five steps of Isabelle-based
machine assisted verification method. In chapter 3, the formal
development and semi-formal development of algorithms are
described in detail. Chapter 4 is our main contribution,
including the development of three kinds of binary tree
algorithms and the process of Isabelle-based machine
verification. In chapter 5, presents the related work. In
Chapter 6, summarizes the paper and introduces the next
research plan.

(1) Use Radl language to accurately describe the
functional specifications of the problem.
(2) Divide the solved problem into several smaller subproblems with the same structure as the original problem.
(3) Construct the recursive relationship Si = F (Sj) of the
problem sequence and give the initial conditions of the
functions and variables appearing in the recursive
relationship. Then combine the initial conditions and all the
recursive relationships into one algorithm.
(4) Based on the new strategy of developing loop
invariants, develop loop invariants.
(5) Develop Apla algorithm program based on the
obtained algorithm and loop invariant.
(6) Convert the Apla algorithm program into an
equivalent executable language program, such as JavaǃCǃ
C # and C++.
C. Radl and Apla
Radl is a recursive relationship-based algorithm design
language under the PAR method and its supporting platform.
It uses mathematical symbols to describe algorithm
specifications, conversion rules, and recursive relationships,
making the entire algorithm design process more rigorous and
convenient for the form of the algorithm derivation. Apla is
an abstract programming language for the formal
development of algorithmic programs. It fully reflects
modern programming ideas such as functional abstraction
and data abstraction, making it simple and practical, and
convenient for program development. Apla's definition of
program structure, program statements, and procedure
functions is almost the same as that of ordinary programming
languages, and it is completely consistent with Radl in terms
of identifiers, keywords, procedure functions, type systems,
and symbolic expressions. The definition of the abstract data
structure used in this article is as follows:
1. Symbols and related operation definitions of linear list
(list) abstract data structures
Symbol definition˖
[x]/* Represents a sequence of one element */
[]/*Represents an empty sequence */
S[i] /* For the i-th element in S */
Specify ADT list (sometype data, [size])
/*data Represents the sequence element type,size
represents the upper bound of the number of elements in the
sequence */
var S, T: list; /* S and T are sequences */
h, t: integer;/* h and t represent the domain names at the
beginning and end of the sequence, for example: S: list= [S
[S. h], …, S [S.t]] */
e:data; /* e is the element in the sequence */
i, j: integer;
Operation definition:
# S /* Count the number of elements in S */
S [i ...j] /* Produces a subsequence of S, S. h ≤ i, j≤S.t*/
S↑T/* The tail of the sequence S and the head of T are
connected to form a new sequence. The "↑" operation can be
used to conveniently indicate that insertion and deletion
operations are performed at the head, tail and middle of the
sequence*/
2. Symbols and related operation definitions of binary tree
(btree) abstract data structures

II. PRELIMINARY KNOWLEDGE
A. Introduction to PAR method and its supporting platform
Since the outbreak of the software crisis in the 1960s,
developing highly reliable and trusted software has been a
challenge. To solve this challenge, our team developed the
PAR method and its supporting platform [12-14]. The PAR
method includes the algorithm design language Radl
(Recurrence-based Algorithm Design Language) based on
recurrence, abstract programming language Apla (Abstract
Program Language) and unified algorithm design method.
The PAR platform mainly includes SNL (Structured Natural
Language) to Radl conversion, Radl to Apla conversion, and
a series of automatic conversion tools from Apla to
executable programs such as JavaǃCǃ C # and C ++,etc.
The original design of the PAR support platform
completely matched the idea of MDA (model-driven
architecture) [15,16], which was slightly different from the
development steps of traditional software. The Radl language
corresponds to the CIM (Computational Independent Model)
of MDA, and Radl is used to describe the stipulation part of
the problem; Apla corresponds to the PIM (Platform
Independent Model) of MDA. Apla can be converted from
Radl or can be manually summarized; Apla to executable
program conversion corresponds to the PSM (Platform
Specific Model) of MDA, which mainly depends on the
conversion of the platform.
The process of PAR method/PAR platform development
algorithm is shown in Fig.1:

Fig.1 PAR algorithm development process

B. Development steps of algorithm program using PAR
method
For a given problem, developing an algorithm program
using the PAR method involves the following 6 steps:
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The binary tree is abstracted into a triple (n, l, r), where n
represents the root node of the binary tree, and l and r
represent the left and right subtrees of the binary tree,
respectively. The Radl and Apla languages provide
predefined data types for binary trees. Let the binary tree
node record type be named bnode, then it can be defined as:
type bnode = bnode (sometype data)
= record
 d: data; /* Range of the root node */
 l: btree; /* Left subtree index field of root node */
 r: btree; /* Right subtree index field of root node */
p: btree; /* Index field of parent node of root node */
end
A description of the binary tree ADT-related Symbols
and operations used in this article is given below˖
Symbol definition˖
%/* Expressed as empty */
Specify ADT btree (sometype data)
type btree = triple (n, l, r)
var T: btree;
 m: bnode; /* Indicates that m is a node of the binary tree
*/
Operation definition:
 T. l/* Left subtree of binary tree T */
 T. r/* The right subtree of the binary tree T */
T. n/* Generate the root node of the binary tree T */

T +m /* Adding node m to T returns a new tree with
the same structure as T (this operation is used to
build a binary tree) */

Strategy 2 Applicable to the algorithm program to be
developed: Investigate the actual background of the problem
to be solved (mainly characterized by pre and post assertions)
and related mathematical properties, and use effective
algorithm design methods to determine the overall strategy
for solving the problem (in many cases the following is to
determine the recursive relationship of the problem-solving
sequence) and all the loop variables required, and use the
predicate to accurately express their changing rules, and then
obtain the required loop invariant. If the number of neutron
solutions in the recursive relationship exceeds 1, you must
also introduce a sequence variable that acts on the stack to
recursively define the content in the sequence.
E. Steps of Isabelle-based machine assisted verification
method
Isabelle-based machine assisted verification method can
be divided into the following 5 steps:
(1) Give the formal semantics of the problem, and use
Radl language to give a precise description of the pre- and
post-assertions;
(2) Start from the pre- and post-assertions of the problem,
conduct formal derivation, find the recursive relationship of
the problem solution, and use the recursive relationship and
the loop invariant to develop a new strategy to construct the
loop invariant ρ and the algorithm;
(3) Use Isabelle to define algorithm-related data types,
data structures, and related auxiliary functions [20-22];
(4) Give the theorem that the algorithm should satisfy
the relevant attributes, and describe it with Isabelle. Among
them, Dijkstra's weakest preconditions [23,24] are used to
prove that the algorithm is completely correct to meet the
following 5 conditions, namely TheoremWP1-WP5:
Theorem WP1: Q ⟹ ρ /* Guaranteed to be true before
iteration begins */
Theorem WP2: ρġ Ci ⟹ WP (“Si” ˈ ρ), 1≤i≤n /*
Ensure that ρ is true before and after each iteration */
Theorem WP3: ρġ┐Guard ⟹ R /* R is true after the
iteration is complete */
Theorem WP4: ρġ Guard ⟹ τ>0 /* Iterative front
bound function τ is greater than zero */
Theorem WP5: ρġCi ⟹WP (“τ1: =τ; Si” τ<τ1) ,1≤i≤n
/* Boundary function τ decreasing */
(5) Use the proof rules provided by Isabelle and the data
types, data structures, and related auxiliary functions defined
in step (3), the theorem in step (4) is proved to be true.

D. New strategies for loop invariant development
Loop invariants are generally considered to be "a
predicate that is true before and after each execution of a
loop." The development of loop invariants is the key
technology for formal derivation and correctness verification
of programs, and it is also the most creative labor in the field
of algorithm programming. Dijkstra and Gries give four
standard strategies for developing simple algorithmic
program loop invariants by weakening post assertions based
on the balloon principle [17,18]. Our research team proposed
a new definition of loop invariants and a new strategy [19]
for developing loop invariants.
New definition of loop invariant:
Definition 1 Given a loop statement Do and its set of all
loop variables A, a predicate that reflects the change law of
each element in A and is true before and after each loop body
S is executed. The loop called the loop statement Do is
unchanged formula.
The following definitions are given for the loop
variables that appear in the above definition:
Definition 2 In the loop body, the variable whose value
changes continuously with the execution of the loop body is
called a loop variable.
New strategy for loop invariant:
Strategy 1 Applicable to existing algorithm programs:
Based on the correctness verification conditions of the loop
program, examine the initial conditions of the loop and the
information obtained at the end of the loop, analyze the actual
background, mathematical properties, and program
characteristics of the problems solved by the program, and
find all the variation law of the loop variable is the required
loop invariant.

III. FORMAL DEVELOPMENT AND SEMI-FORMAL
DEVELOPMENT OF ALGORITHMS

There are many methods for developing algorithms,
people often use different methods for different problems.
When the quantifiers such as maximum (MAX), minimum
(MIN), product ( Ě ), summation ( ě ), arbitrary ( )and
existence ( )are involved in the problem, we can transform
the quantifier to the problem. So we can obtain a relatively
accurate loop invariant and algorithm program. This method
is usually called formal development, that is, from general to
special deduction. When it is difficult to carry out stipulation
transformation on the structure that does not involve the
nature of the quantifier or the problem, it is often difficult to
formalize the development. This type of problem mainly uses
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a semi-formal development method, which is special to
general induction. The algorithm program obtained by semiformal development is usually difficult to ensure its
correctness. At this time, we perform formal verification on
the basis of the algorithm program to ensure its correctness.
That is the following two algorithm development routes:
1. Problems with the quantifiers: problem descriptionė
Radl description ė Radl algorithm ė Apla program ė
executable program (Java, C, C #, C ++ ...)
2. The problem of no quantifier or difficult structure
transformation: problem descriptionė Radl description ė
Radl algorithm (can be omitted) ėApla program (verified by
Isabelle) ė executable program (Java, C, C #, C ++ ...)
The core idea of the PAR method development
algorithm program is division and recursion, and the binary
tree itself is a hierarchical recursion structure. We know that
completely formalizing the binary tree algorithm program is
a fairly complicated and extremely workload-intensive work.
For some binary tree algorithms containing quantifiers, such
as the Huffman algorithm, the shortest path between nodes
and the minimum depth of the tree, etc. For this type of binary
tree algorithm, using the PAR method and the quantifier
transformation technology, it can be almost close to the
complete Formal derivation, so its correctness can be
guaranteed without subsequent verification. For those binary
tree algorithms that do not contain quantifier properties, or
the derivation process is particularly complicated, it is
difficult to fully formalize the derivation of this type of
algorithm. The second route above is mainly used for
development. This article focuses on this type of binary tree
algorithm. The general steps of the PAR method to develop
algorithm programs are to summarize and develop several
typical binary tree algorithms, and prove the developed
binary tree algorithm programs in Isabelle.

determining whether the binary tree is a full binary tree for
the third kind.
A. Calculate the internal path length of a binary tree
1 Give pre and post assertions
According to the definition of the data types and related
operations of the binary tree abstract data structure, let T be a
finite binary tree. Use ipl (T) to represent the length of the
internal path of T, that is, the sum of the depths of all nodes
in T. The calculation result is stored in the sequence variable
X. Assuming that the type of T is char, the rule of the problem
is:
ൣܺǣ ݊ܽݐ൫ܾ݊݁݀ሺ݄ܿܽݎሻ൯Ǣ ܶǣ ܾ݊݁݀ሺ݄ܿܽݎሻ൧
{AQ˖Given binary tree T}
{AR˖X=ipl(T)}
2 Constructing loop invariant ρ and Apla program
The PAR unified algorithm program development
method is used to divide the problem, find recursive
relationships, develop loop invariants and Apla programs.
(1) Divide of the original problem
According to the definition of finding the internal path
length of the binary tree, we use ipl to record the depth of the
nodes, and size is used to record the number of traversed
nodes, so the problem is divided into:
݈݅ሺܶሻ ൌ Ͳܶ ൌ Ψ
݈݅ሺܶሻ ൌ ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݈ሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݈ሻ  ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݎሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݎሻ
്ܶΨ
(2) Find the recursive relationship of the non-recursive
algorithm for this problem
To obtain the non-recursive algorithm, we derive the
path length of the binary tree as follows:
݈݅ሺܶሻ
ൌ ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݈ሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݈ሻ  ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݎሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݎሻ
ൌ ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݈ሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݈ሻ  ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݎሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݎሻ
݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݈ሻ  ݈݅ሺܶǤ ݎሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺܶǤ ݎሻ
Introduce three variables X, S, q. X stores the calculated
node sequence. When X = ipl (T), it indicates that the
problem is terminated. S indicates a sequence variable that
acts as a stack, and is used to store the subtrees to be
processed. q stores the subtree being processed. Use the
function F to define the content of S, where F is defined as:
ܨǤ ሺሾሿሻ ൌ Ͳ
ܨǤ ሺሾݍሿ ՛ ܵሻ ൌ ݈݅ሺݍሻ  ݁ݖ݅ݏሺݍሻ  ܨሺܵሻ
(3) Development loop invariant
Based on the division and recursion of the problem in (1)
and (2), combined with strategy 2, it is easy to get the loop
invariant of the algorithm.
ipl (T) can directly add the nodes that have been
calculated and are being processed to the nodes that need to
be processed in stack S.
²ǣ ሺሻ ൌ   ሺሻ  ሺሻ
(4) Write a non-recursive algorithm program for the
problem in Apla language
Based on the above recursive relationship and loop
invariant, write the Apla program that calculates the internal
path length of the binary tree:
Program ipl;
Type tree=btree(char);
var
X: nat;
q: tree;

IV. THREE KINDS OF TYPICAL TREE STRUCTURE ALGORITHMS
DEVELOPMENT AND ISABELLE MACHINE-AIDED PROOF
PROCESS

Through reading and analysis of a large number of data
structures, algorithm design and analysis related literature,
we divide the tree structure algorithms into three kinds
through induction of the loop invariant structures and output
features:
1. The first kind is a binary tree algorithm with a fixed
output. Such as binary tree pre-order, in-order, post-order,
level traversal, calculate the internal path length of the binary
tree, etc.
2. The second kind is an algorithm that transforms the
original binary tree structure. Such as swapping the left and
right children of all nodes of a binary tree, the establishment
of an in-order threaded binary tree, etc.
3. The third kind is the algorithm for attribute judgment
on the original structure. For example, determine whether the
binary tree is a balanced binary tree, determine whether the
binary tree is a full binary tree, and so on.
In this chapter, typical algorithms in each kind are
selected for development and machine-assisted verification.
Among them, calculating the internal path length of the
binary tree for the first kind, exchanging the left and right
children of all nodes of the binary tree for the second, and
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S: list(tree);
begin
X, q, S: =0, T, [];
do
q≠%→X, q, S: =X+ ipl(T), q. l, [q. r] ↑ S;
q=%ġS≠ [] → q, S: =S [ S. h], S [S.h+1 … S.t];
od
end
3 Define related data types, data structures, and related
auxiliary functions
First create a file named ipl.thy in Isabelle and import
the corresponding parent theory. Named as follows in
Isabelle:
݈݅ݕݎ݄݁ݐ
݅݉݊݅ܽܯݏݐݎ
ܾ݁݃݅݊
In Isabelle, you can use ML or Haskell-like syntax to
define related data types, data structures, and related helper
functions.
Based on the definition of a binary tree in Isabelle, we
use 'a to represent a type variable that can be integer, Boolean,
and character. The binary tree BT can be empty or non-empty.
We use null to represent the empty tree and BT 'a btree "' a"
"'" a btree to represent a tree consisting of a left subtree, a root
node, and a right subtree. Binary tree. Defined in Isabelle as
follows:
݀ܽ ݁݁ݎݐ̵ܾܽ݁ݕݐܽݐൌ ݈݈݊ݑȁܰ'݁݀a btree ̵̵ܾܽ݁݁ݎݐ
Because Isabelle can automatically prove the
termination of such functions, all the functions in this article
use the fun keyword. Firstly, the related operation functions
in the binary tree are defined respectively. The root node of
the binary tree, the left subtree, and the right subtree are
defined as follows:
݂'  ܽݐܽ݀݊ݑa btree֜'a  ݈݈ݑ݊ܽݐ̶ܽ݀݁ݎ݄݁ݓൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ
̶݀ܽܽݐሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ݔ
݂'  ݁݁ݎݐ݈݊ݑa btree֜'a btree݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݈ ݈݈ݑ݊݁݁ݎݐൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݈݁݁ݎݐሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ͳݐ
݂'  ݁݁ݎݐݎ݊ݑa btree֜'a btree݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶ ݈݈ݑ݊݁݁ݎݐݎൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݁݁ݎݐݎሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ʹݐ
Then define the auxiliary function and recursive
relationship of the algorithm, where size is used to record the
number of nodes of the current tree, ipl is used to record the
path length of the current tree, and F is the recursive
relationship of the problem.
݂  ݁ݖ݅ݏ݊ݑǣ̵֜݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶ ݈݈ݑ݊݁ݖ݅ݏൌ ͳ̶ȁ̶݁ݖ݅ݏሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ  ൌ ͳݐ݁ݖ݅ݏ
 ʹݐ݁ݖ݅ݏ ͳ̶
݂'  ݈݅݊ݑa btree֜nat ݈݈ݑ̶݈݊݅݁ݎ݄݁ݓൌ Ͳ̶ȁ
̶݈݅ሺܰݎݔ݈݁݀ሻ ൌ
̶݅ ݈݈  ݈݁ݖ݅ݏ ݅ ݎ݈ ̶ݎ݁ݖ݅ݏ
݂'  ܨ݊ݑa btree list֜natܨ̶݁ݎ݄݁ݓሾሿ ൌ Ͳ̶ȁ
̶ܨሺݏݔ͓ݍሻ ൌ ݅ ݍ݈  ݍ݁ݖ݅ݏ ሺݏݔܨሻ̶
4 Give the theorem that the algorithm should satisfy the
relevant attributes, and describe it with Isabelle
Combining the 5 conditions Theorem1-5, use Isabelle to
describe that the Program ipl should satisfy the relevant
attributes.
Since each node of the tree is pushed onto the stack and
accessed only once, the termination of the algorithm is
obvious. We only need to verify the first three Theorem-WP.

(1) Prove that Theorem-WP1, that is, ρ is true at the
beginning of the loop in Program ipl, recorded as ipl_WP1:
Q ⟹WP (ĀX, q, S: =0, T, []ā, ²)
(2) Prove that Theorem-WP2, that is, ρ is true before and
after each execution of the loop body in Program ipl, and
recorded as ipl_WP 2. Among them, C1 and C2 refer to q ≠%
and q =% ġS ≠ [] in Program ipl, respectively.
First prove that the loop body is true before execution,
recorded as ipl_WP2_1:
²ġ qĮ%⟹ WP (ĀX, q, S: =X+ ipl(T), q. l, [q. r]ā,
²)
Then prove that the loop body is true after execution,
recorded as ipl_WP2_2:
²ġ qĮ%ġSĮ [] ⟹ WP (“q, S: = S [S. h], S.
[S.h+1…S.t]”, ²)
(3) Prove Theorem-WP3, that is, the post assertion R is
true at the end of the loop, where ┐Guard refers to ┐ (C1Ģ
C2). Recorded as ipl_WP3:
²ġŹ(qĮ%Ģq=%ĢSĮ[]) ⟹R
5 Isabelle assisted verification
Using the proof rules provided by Isabelle itself and the
data types, data structures, and related auxiliary functions
defined in section 3, prove the three theorems, ipl_WP1,
ipl_WP2 (ipl_WP2_1 and ipl_WP2_2) and ipl_WP3. In
Isabelle, for most theorems, we can simplify it by using the
inductive lemma, and then apply the simplified rules
provided in Isabelle to eliminate the sub-goals until no subgoals indicate that the proof is successful.
(1) Verify ipl_WP1, which proves that ρ is true at the
initial loop in Program ipl. The verification result in Isabelle
is shown in Fig.2:

Fig.2 Verification of ipl_WP1 in program ipl



(2) Verify ipl_WP2
First, we verify ipl_WP2_1, which proves that the
Program ipl loop body is true before execution. Since
ipl_WP2_1 theory relies on ipl_rule, as shown in Fig.3, so we
define ipl_rule and prove it by induction.

Fig.3 Dependency graph of ipl_WP2_1

The definition of ipl_rule in Isabelle and the verification
result of ipl_WP2_1 are shown in Fig.4:

Fig.4 Verification of ipl_WP2_1 in program ipl
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Then we prove that the program ipl loop body is true
after execution, because ipl_WP2_1 depends on ipl_F_rule,
as shown in Fig.5. Similarly, we define ipl_F_rule and prove
it using induction.

According to the definition of swapping the left and
right children of all nodes of the binary tree, we only need to
recursively switch all left and right subtrees in the preorder
(T), that is, mirror the binary tree. This problem is divided
into:
݄݁݁݃݊ܽܿݔ൫ሺܶሻ൯ ൌ ܶ ൌ Ψ
݄݁݁݃݊ܽܿݔ൫ሺܶሻ൯ ൌ 
൫ሾܶǤ ݀ሿ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݈ሻ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݎሻ൯
്ܶΨ
(2) Find the recursive relationship of the non-recursive
algorithm for this problem
In order to obtain a non-recursive algorithm, we derive
the left and right children of all nodes of the binary tree
exchange as follows:
݄݁݁݃݊ܽܿݔ൫ሺܶሻ൯
ൌ ݄݁݁݃݊ܽܿݔሺሾܶǤ ݊ሿ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݈ሻ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݎሻ
ൌ ݄݁݁݃݊ܽݔሺሾܶǤ ݊ሿ ՛ ሾܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݊ሿ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݈ሻ ՛
ሺܶǤ ݎǤ ݈ሻ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݎሻ
From the above recursive relationship, for each binary
tree, the left and right children of the root node are exchanged
first, then all left and right children of the left subtree are
exchanged, and finally all left and right children of the right
subtree are exchanged. Three variables X, q, and S are
introduced. X stores the sequence of left and right children of
the exchanged node; q stores the subtree currently being
processed; S represents a sequence variable that acts on the
stack and stores subtrees yet to be processed. All node
sequences processed by the entire process can be expressed
as:
ሺܶሻ ൌ ܺ ՛ ሺݍሻ ՛ ܨǤ ܵ
Because preorder (T) uses a preorder traversal order, all
subtrees use preorder traversal, and the element sequence F.S
on the stack is a combination of all subtrees from the top to
the bottom of the stack. The function F is defined as:
ܨǤ ሺሾሿሻ ൌ ሾሿ
ܨǤ ሺሾሿ ՛ ܵሻ ൌ ሺݍሻ ՛ ܨሺܵሻ
(3) Development loop invariant
For the left and right children who exchange all the
nodes of the binary tree, since X stores the node sequence
where the left and right children have been exchanged, the
binary tree keeps changing as the number of X elements
increases. The left and right child exchange process of all
nodes in the binary tree is represented by exchange (T).
Combining exchange (T) and preorder (T) constitutes the
loop invariant ρ of the left and right child algorithm of all
nodes in the binary tree T:
ሺܶሻ ൌ ܺ ՛ ሺݍሻ ՛ ܨሺܵሻ ݄݁݃݊ܽܿݔ݁ רሺܺሻ
(4) Write a non-recursive algorithm program for the
problem in Apla language
Based on the above recursive relationship and loop
invariant, write the Apla program that exchanges the left and
right children of all nodes of the binary tree:
Program exchange;
Type tree=btree(char);
var
X: list;
q: tree;
S: list(tree);
begin
X, q, S: = [], T, [];
do

Fig.5 Dependency graph of ipl_WP2_2

The definition of ipl_F_rule and the verification result
of ipl_WP2_2 in Isabelle are shown in Fig.6:

Fig.6 Verification of ipl_WP2_2 in program ipl



(3) Verify ipl_WP3 in section 4, and prove that Program
ipl is true after the end of the cycle. The verification result in
Isabelle is shown in Fig.7:

Fig.7 Verification of ipl_WP3 in program ipl



B. Exchange left and right children of all nodes of the
binary tree
1 Pre and post assertions
According to the definition of the data types and related
operations of the binary tree abstract data structure, let T be a
finite binary tree and use exchange (T) to represent the left
and right children of all nodes in T. The calculation result is
stored in the sequence variable X. Assuming that the type of
T is char, the rule of the problem is:
ൣܺǣ ݈݅ݐݏ൫ܾ݊݁݀ሺ݄ܿܽݎሻ൯Ǣ ܶǣ ܾ݊݁݀ሺ݄ܿܽݎሻ൧
{AQ˖ Given binary tree T}
{AR˖ exchange(preorder(T))}
The return value of AR is boolean, and the termination
condition is after the binary tree left and right subtrees are
exchanged.
2 Constructing loop invariant ρ and Apla program
The PAR unified algorithm program development
method is used to divide the problem, find recursive
relationships, develop loop invariants and Apla programs.
(1) Divide of the original problem
For exchange (preorder(T)), we build the left and right
children of all nodes in the binary tree based on preorder
traversal, and use preorder (T) to represent a sequence of all
nodes in the binary tree T
ሺܶሻ ൌ ሾሿܶ ൌ Ψ
ሺܶሻ ൌ ሾܶǤ ݊ሿ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݈ሻ ՛ ሺܶǤ ݎሻ
്ܶΨ
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q≠%→q. l, q. r: =q. r, q. l; X, q, S: =X↑ [q. d], q. l,
[q. r] ↑S;
q=%ġS≠ [] →q, S: =S [S. h], S [S. h+1...S.t];

²ġqĮ%⟹ WP (Āq. l, q. r: =q. r, q. l; X, q, S: =X
[q. n], q. l, [q. r] ĖSā, ²)
Then prove that the loop body is true after execution,
and record it as exchange_WP2_2:
² ġ  q % ġ S Į  [] ⟹ WP (“q, S: =S [S. h], S.
[S.h+1…S.t]”, ²)
(3) Prove Theorem-WP3, that is, post assertion R is true
at the end of the loop, and record it as exchange_WP3:
²ġŹ(qĮ%Ģq=%ĢSĮ[]) ⟹ R
5 Isabelle assisted verification
Use the proof rules provided by Isabelle and the data
types, data structures, and related auxiliary functions to prove
the three theorems, that is, exchange_WP1. exchange_WP2
(exchange_WP2_1
and
exchange_WP2_2)
and
exchange_WP3.
(1) Verify exchange_WP1, which proves that ρ is true at
the beginning of the loop in Program exchange. The
verification result in Isabelle is shown in Fig.8:

od
end
3 Define related data types, data structures, and related
auxiliary functions
Verify that the left and right children of all nodes in the
binary tree are exchanged. Same as before, we first create a
file named exchange.thy in Isabelle and import the
corresponding parent theory. Named as follows in Isabelle:
݄݁݃݊ܽܿݔ݁ݕݎ݄݁ݐ
݅݉݊݅ܽܯݏݐݎ
ܾ݁݃݅݊
For the left and right children who exchange all the
nodes of the binary tree, we also need to define the binary tree
related data types, data structures and related auxiliary
functions in Isabelle
Binary tree data structure:
݀ܽ ݁݁ݎݐ̵ܾܽ݁ݕݐܽݐൌ ݈݈݊ݑȁ'ܶܤa btree ̵̵ܾܽ݁݁ݎݐ
Binary tree related operations:
݂'  ܽݐܽ݀݊ݑa btree֜'a ݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݀ܽ ݈݈ݑ݊ܽݐൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݀ܽܽݐሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ݔ
݂'  ݁݁ݎݐ݈݊ݑa btree֜'a btree݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݈ ݈݈ݑ݊݁݁ݎݐൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݈݁݁ݎݐሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ͳݐ
݂'  ݁݁ݎݐݎ݊ݑa btree֜'a btree݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶ ݈݈ݑ݊݁݁ݎݐݎൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݁݁ݎݐݎሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ʹݐ
Then define the auxiliary function and recursion
relationship of the algorithm, where preorder means the prior
traversal of the current tree, mirror is to exchange all the left
and right children of the current binary tree, exchange
represents the judgment after the exchange of all left and right
children is completed, F is the recursion relationship.
݂'  ݊ݑa btree֜'a list݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݊ ݈݈ݑൌ ሾሿ̶ȁ̶ሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ
ሾݔሿ̷ሺͳݐሻ̷ሺʹݐሻ̶
݂'  ݎݎݎ݅݉݊ݑa tree ֜'a tree ݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݉݅ ݈݈ݑ݊ݎݎݎൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݉݅ݎݎݎሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ
ሺܰ݁݀ሺ݉݅ͳݐݎݎݎሻሺ݉݅ʹݐݎݎݎሻ
݂'  ݄݁݃݊ܽܿݔ݁݊ݑa tree ֜bool ݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݁ ݈݈ݑ݄݊݁݃݊ܽܿݔൌ ̶ܶ݁ݑݎȁ̶݄݁݁݃݊ܽܿݔሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ
ሺ݂݅݉݅ݎݎݎሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ
൫ܰ݁݀ሺ݉݅ͳݐݎݎݎሻሺ݉݅ʹݐݎݎݎሻ൯݁ݏ݈ܽܨ݁ݏ݈݁݁ݑݎ݄ܶ݊݁ݐ
݂'  ܨ݊ݑa btree list֜'a list݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶ܨሾሿ ൌ Ͳ̶ȁ̶ܨሺݏݔ͓ݔሻ ൌ ሺݔሻ̷ሺݏݔܨሻ̶
4 Give the theorem that the algorithm should satisfy the
relevant attributes, and describe it with Isabelle
Using WP () semantics, it is described in Isabelle that
Program exchange should satisfy the definition of relevant
attributes.
Same as before, for exchanging the left and right
children of all nodes of the binary tree, we only need to verify
the first three Theorem-WP.
(1) Prove that Theorem-WP1, that is, the initial ρ of the
Program exchange cycle is true, and record it as
exchange_WP1:
Q ⟹WP (ĀX, q, S: = [], T, []ā, ²)
(2) Prove that Theorem-WP2, that is, ρ is true before and
after each execution of the loop body in Program exchange.
First prove that the loop body is true before execution,
and record it as exchange_WP2_1:

Fig.8 Verification of exchange_WP1 in program exchange



(2) Verify exchange_WP2
First, we verify exchange_WP2_1, which proves that the
Program exchange loop body is true before execution. Since
exchange_WP2_1 theory relies on exchange_rule, as shown
in Fig.9, we define exchange_rule and prove it by induction.

Fig.9 Dependency graph of exchange_WP2_1

The definition of exchange_rule in Isabelle and the
verification result of exchange_WP2_1 are shown in Fig.10:

Fig.10 Verification of exchange_WP2_1 in program exchange



Then we prove that the Program exchange loop body is
true after the execution, because exchange_WP2_2 depends
on exchange_F_rule, as shown in Fig.11. Similarly, we define
exchange_F_rule and prove it using induction.

Fig.11 Dependency graph of exchange_WP2_2
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Where full indicates that T is a full binary tree, t1
indicates the left subtree of the binary tree, and t2 indicates
the right subtree of the binary tree,ሺሺ ͳݐൌ ݊ʹݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑሻ ש
ሺ ʹݐൌ ݊ͳݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑሻሻ  שሺͳݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑ݊ ് ʹݐ ר ݈݈ݑ݊ ് ͳݐ
ʹݐ݈݈ݑ݂ רሻሻ. The number of children of each node are
expressed as T 2, referred to as a node (T) = 2
Obviously, judging whether T is a full binary tree
depends on whether the root node of T, the left subtree, and
the right subtree meet the properties of the binary tree, so the
problem can be divided as follows:
݈݈݅ݑ݂ݏሺܶሻ
ൌ ݈݈݅ݑ݂ݏሺ݈݈݅ݑ݂ݏሺܶǤ ݊ሻǡ ݈݈݅ݑ݂ݏሺܶǤ ݈ሻǡ ݈݈݅ݑ݂ݏሺܶǤ ݎሻሻ
(2) Find the recursive relationship of the corresponding
non-recursive algorithms for the three types of problems
solved
In order to get the non-recursive algorithm, we deduce
whether the binary tree is full binary tree:
݈݈݅ݑ݂ݏሺܶሻ
ൌ ሺ݊݁݀ሺܶሻ ൌ ʹሻ ݈݈ݑ݂ݏ݅ רሺܶǤ ݈ሻ ݈݈ݑ݂ݏ݅ רሺܶǤ ݎሻ
ൌ ሺ݊݁݀ሺܶǤ ݈ሻ ൌ ʹሻ ݈݈ݑ݂ݏ݅ רሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݈ሻ ݈݈ݑ݂ݏ݅ רሺܶǤ ݈Ǥ ݎሻ
݈݈ݑ݂ݏ݅ רሺܶǤ ݎሻ
According to the above recursive relationship, when
determining whether T is a full binary tree, it must first
determine whether its root node satisfies the definition, and
then sequentially determine whether the left subtree and the
right subtree meet the definition. The judgment of the root
node is very simple, but the judgment of the left subtree and
the right subtree must reuse the above recursive relationship.
Therefore, in the implementation process, three variables X,
q, and S are also introduced, and the processed nodes are
stored in the sequence variable X; the variable q is used to
record the currently being processed subtree; and the stackused sequence variable S is used to store Subtrees that have
not been processed in a timely manner. The sequence
consisting of X, q, and S of all nodes in T, that is, preorder
(T) always has the following properties:
According to the above recursive relationship, when
determining whether T is a full binary tree, it must first
determine whether its root node satisfies the definition, and
then sequentially determine whether the left subtree and the
right subtree meet the definition. The judgment of the root
node is very simple, but the judgment of the left subtree and
the right subtree must reuse the above recursive relationship.
Therefore, in the implementation process, three variables X,
q, and S are also introduced, and the processed nodes are
stored in the sequence variable X; the variable q is used to
record the currently being processed subtree; and the stackused sequence variable S is used to store Subtrees that have
not been processed in a timely manner. The sequence
consisting of X, q, and S of all nodes in T, that is, preorder
(T) always has the following properties:
ሺܶሻ ൌ ܺ ՛ ሺݍሻ ՛ ܨǤ ܵ
The definition of recursion according to the recursive
relationship of the elements in the stack and the order
determined by preorder (T) is:
ܨǤ ሾሿ ൌ ሾሿ
ܨǤ ሺሾݍሿ ՛ ܵሻ ൌ ሺݍሻ ՛ ܨǤ ܵ
(3) Development loop invariant
For judging whether the binary tree is full binary tree, X
stores the sequence of nodes that have been processed.
During the execution of the entire program, the value of flag

The definition of exchange_F_rule in Isabelle and the
verification result of exchange_WP2_2 are shown in Fig.12:

Fig.12 Verification of exchange_WP2_2 in program exchange



(3) Verify exchange_WP3, and prove that Program
exchange R is true after the end of the loop. The Isabelle
verification result is shown in Fig.13:

Fig.13 Verification of exchange_WP3 in program exchange



C. Judge whether the binary tree is full binary tree
1 Pre and post assertions
According to the definition of the data type and related
operations of the binary tree abstract data structure, let T be a
finite binary tree and use isfull (T) to determine whether T is
a full binary tree. Assuming that the type of T is char, the rule
of the problem is:
ൣܺǣ ݈݅ݐݏ൫ܾ݊݁݀ሺ݄ܿܽݎሻ൯Ǣ ܶǣ ܾ݊݁݀ሺ݄ܿܽݎሻ൧
{AQ˖ Given binary tree T}
{AR˖ isfull(T)=ሺǣɚሺሻǣሺሺͳʅɷʹʅ
ɷͳɷʹሻɸሻ
AR is a boolean value, full means the current tree is a
full binary tree.
2 Constructing loop invariant ρ and Apla program
Same as before, the PAR unified algorithm program
development method is used to divide the problem, find
recursive relationships, develop loop invariants and Apla
programs.
(1) Divide of the original problem
According to the definition of a full binary tree, that is,
determine whether the number of children of each node in T
is 2, and build the problem on the basis of preorder traversal,
that is, we first determine whether the root node meets the
definition, and then determine the left child. Whether each
node in the tree satisfies the definition, and finally judges
whether each node in the right subtree satisfies the definition.
Preorder (T) is used to represent the sequence of all nodes in
T, and the boolean variable flag is used to record the result of
isfull (T). Then, the post assertion R can be further refined
into:
݂݈ܽ݃
ൌ  ר ݁ݑݎݐሺݐǣ  א ݐሺܶሻǣ ሺሺ ͳݐൌ ݊ʹݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑሻ ש
ሺ ʹݐൌ ݊ͳݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑሻሻ  שሺ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑ݊ ് ʹݐ ר ݈݈ݑ݊ ് ͳݐ
ʹݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ͳݐሻሻ  ݈݂݃ܽ שൌ ݂݈ܽ ר ݁ݏሺݐǣ  א ݐሺܶሻǣ
ሺ ͳݐൌ ݊ ʹݐ ש ݈݈ݑൌ ݊ ש ݈݈ݑŹ݂ ש ͳݐ݈݈ݑŹ݂ʹݐ݈݈ݑሻሻ
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4 Give the theorem that the algorithm should satisfy the
relevant attributes
Using the WP () semantic, it is described in Isabelle that
Program isfull should satisfy the definition of related
attributes.
Same as before, for judging whether T is a full binary
tree, we only need to verify the first three Theorem-WP.
(1) Prove Theorem-WP1, that is, prove that the initial ρ
of Program isfull loop is true, and record it as isfull_WP1:
Q ⟹WP (Āflag, X, q, S: =true, [], T, []ā, ²)
(2) Prove that ρ is true before and after each execution
of the loop body in Theorem-WP2, Program isfull.
First prove that the loop body is true before execution,
recorded as isfull_WP2_1 and WP2_1_1:
ρġq≠%⟹ WP (“node(q)=2; flag, X, q, S: = true, X [q.
n], q. l, [q. r] ↑ S”, ρ)
ρġq≠%⟹ WP (“node(q)Į2; flag, X, q, S: = false, X
[q. n], q. l, [q. r] ↑ S”, ρ)
Then prove that the loop body is true after execution,
recorded as isfull_WP2_2:
²ġ qĮ%ġS Į [] ⟹ WP (“q, S: =S [S. h], S.
[S.h+1…S.t]”, ²)
(3) Prove that Theorem-WP3, that is, R is true at the end
of the loop, and record as isfull_WP3
²ġŹ(qĮ%Ģq=%ĢSĮ[]) ⟹R
5 Isabelle assisted verification
Use the proof rules provided by Isabelle and the data
types, data structures, and related auxiliary functions to prove
the three theorems namely isfull_WP1, isfull_WP2
(isfull_WP2_1 and isfull_WP2_2) and isfull_WP3.
(1) Verify isfull_WP1, which proves that ρ is true at the
beginning of the loop in Program isfull. The verification
result in Isabelle is shown in Fig.14:

always depends on the nodes in X, that is, the following
properties hold:
݂݈ܽ݃ ൌ ሺݐǣ ܺ א ݐǣሺሺ ͳݐൌ ݊ʹݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑሻ  שሺ ʹݐൌ
ሺ݊ͳݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑሻሻ  שሺר ͳݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר ݈݈ݑ݊ ് ʹݐ ר ݈݈ݑ݊ ് ͳݐ
݂ʹݐ݈݈ݑሻሻ
This formula is combined with preorder (T) = X ↑
preorder (q) ↑ F.S to form the loop invariant ρ of the
algorithm program of this problem:
ሺܶሻ ൌ ܺ ՛ ሺݍሻ ՛ ܨǤ ܵ  ݈݂݃ܽ רൌ ሺǣ 
 אሺሻǣ ሺሻ ൌ ʹሻ
(4) Write a non-recursive algorithm program for the
problem in Apla language
Based on the above recursive relationship and loop
invariant, the Apla program for this problem is obtained:
Program isfull;
Type tree=btree(char);
var
flag: boolean;
X: list;
q: tree;
S: list(tree);
begin
flag, X, q, S: = true, [], T, [];
do
q≠%Ģs≠ [] →if q≠%ġ(node(q)=2) →; flag, X, q,
S: =true, X↑ [q. d], q. l, [q. r] ↑S;
q≠%Ģs≠ [] →if q≠%ġ(node(q)Į2) →; flag, X, q,
S: =false, X↑ [q. d], q. l, [q. r] ↑S;
q=%ġS≠ [] →q, S: =S [S. h], S [S.h+1 ... S.t];
od
end
3 Define related data types, data structures, and related
auxiliary functions
To verify whether the binary tree is full, we first create
a file named isfull.thy in Isabelle and import the
corresponding parent theory. Named as follows in Isabelle:
݈݈ݑ݂ݏ݅ݕݎ݄݁ݐ
݅݉݊݅ܽܯݏݐݎ
ܾ݁݃݅݊
The related data structures and related operations for
defining a binary tree in Isabelle are as follows:
݀ܽ݁ݕݐܽݐԢܾܽ ݁݁ݎݐൌ ݈݈݊ݑȁ'ܶܤa btree 'a ᇱ ܾܽ݁݁ݎݐ
݂݁ݎ݄݁ݓ̵̵֜  ܽݐܽ݀݊ݑ
̶݀ܽ ݈݈ݑ݊ܽݐൌ ݊ܽݐܽ݀|݈݈ݑሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ݔ
݂'  ݁݁ݎݐ݈݊ݑa btree֜'a btree݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݈ ݈݈ݑ݊݁݁ݎݐൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݈݁݁ݎݐሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ͳݐ
 ̵̵֜ 
̶ ݈݈ݑ݊݁݁ݎݐݎൌ ̶݈݈݊ݑȁ̶݁݁ݎݐݎሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ʹݐ
Then define the auxiliary function and recursive
relationship of the algorithm, full means to judge whether the
current tree is a full binary tree, preorder means the preorder
traversal of the current tree, F is the recursive relationship.
݂'  ݈݈ݑ݂݊ݑa tree֜ bool
̶݂ ݈݈ݑ݈݈݊ݑൌ ̶ܶ݁ݑݎȁ̶݂݈݈ݑሺ݈݈ܰݑ݊ݔ݈݈ݑ݊݁݀ሻ ൌ ̶ܶ݁ݑݎ
̶݂݈݈ݑሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ሺͳ ്  ר ͳݐ݈݈ݑ݂ ר  ് ʹ ר
̶݂ʹݐ݈݈ݑ
݂'  ݊ݑa btree֜'a list݁ݎ݄݁ݓ
̶݊ ݈݈ݑൌ ሾሿ̶ȁ̶ሺܰʹݐݔͳݐ݁݀ሻ ൌ ሾݔሿ
̷ሺͳݐሻ̷ሺʹݐሻ̶
݂݁ݎ݄݁ݓ̵̵֜  ܨ݊ݑ
̶ܨሾሿ ൌ Ͳ̶ȁ̶ܨሺݏݔ͓ݔሻ ൌ ሺݔݎ݁݀ݎ݁ݎሻ̷ሺݏݔܨሻ̶

Fig.14 Verification of isfull_WP1 in program isfull



(2) Verify isfull_WP2
First, we verify isfull_WP2_1, which proves that the
Program isfull loop body is true before execution. Since
isfull_WP2_1 and isfull_WP2_2 theory relies on isfull_rule,
as shown in Fig.15, we define isfull_rule and prove it by
induction.

Fig.15 Dependency graph of isfull_WP2_1 and isfull_WP2_2

The definition of isfull_rule in Isabelle and the
verification result of isfull_WP2_1 and isfull_WP2_2 are
shown in Fig.16 and Fig.17:
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V. RELATED WORK COMPARISON

Fig.16 Verification of isfull_WP2_1 in program isfull

The non-linear structure algorithm has always been a
research hotspot. Tree structure is one of the most common
and important non-linear structures. The tree structure
algorithm is widely used in many fields. Designing efficient
and reliable tree structure algorithm is a challenging problem
in computer science. There are a lot of works in the analysis
and research of binary tree related algorithms at home and
abroad.
On the development method of non-recursive binary tree
algorithm, the paper [25] uses the existing binary tree
sequence and input binary tree sequence for comparison on
the basis of the previous non-recursive binary tree algorithm.
The paper [26] proposed five rules to constrain the input
sequence of the binary tree in order to produce a more
accurate non-recursive binary tree algorithm. The paper [27]
used the method of recursive elimination to develop a nonrecursive binary tree algorithm, and explained that the nonrecursive binary tree algorithm is more efficient in terms of
time complexity and space complexity. Different from the
above method, the non-recursive algorithm developed in this
paper using the PAR method is based on the problem
specification, and the non-recursive algorithm is developed
step by step through derivation. The derivation process is
closely linked with Isabelle theorem proof process, which is
very beneficial to the subsequent verification process.
On the verification method of non-recursive binary tree
algorithm, the paper [28] uses HIP / SLEEK to perform
automatic verification of some binary tree algorithms such as
binary search tree and balanced tree. The method used is
based on abstract interpretation and fix point calculation. The
main object is C language executable program. The method
in this paper combines the PAR method and Isabelle's
theorem prover, in which the PAR method is used to develop
a binary tree algorithm program, and use Isabelle to support
the verification of the developed algorithm program. The
main object is the abstract Apla program.



Fig.17 Verification of isfull_WP2_2 in program isfull

Then we prove that the Program isfull loop is true after
execution, because isfull_WP2_3 depends on isfull_F_rule,
as shown in Fig.18. Similarly, we define isfull_ipl_rule and
prove it using induction.

Fig.18 Dependency graph of isfull_WP2_3

The definition of isfull_ipl_rule and the verification
result of isfull_WP2_3 in Isabelle are shown in Fig.19:

VI. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

Fig.19 Verification of isfull_WP2_3 in program isfull

To obtain a reliable and trusted algorithm through
development and verification has been the long-term goal
pursued by researchers, especially non-recursive efficient
algorithms. This paper attempts to explore in this direction.
First, the binary tree algorithm is divided into three kinds by
induction of the loop invariant structures and output features.
By discovering the commonalities of three kinds of
algorithms, it is very helpful to simplify the subsequent
development and verification process. Then, derive the loop
invariants and corresponding algorithm programs of three
typical binary tree algorithms by PAR method proposed by
our research team. Furthermore, Isabelle-based machine
assisted verification method is proposed. Three kinds of
typical non-recursive binary tree algorithms are verified by
using the Isabelle interactive theorem prover. This method
not only overcomes the tediousness and error-proneness of
traditional manual verification, but also greatly improves the
reliability and trustworthy of the developed algorithm
program. To the best of our knowledge, this is the maiden
attempt in the literature to verify a series of non-recursive and
efficient binary tree algorithms.



(3) Verify isfull_WP3 and prove that Program isfull R is
true after the end of the cycle. The verification result in
Isabelle is shown in Fig.20:

Fig.20 Verification of isfull_WP3 in program isfull



The above all use the apply solving style, and the final
result is "No subgoals!", That is, the new no subgoals, which
means that the proof is successful, and done is used to end the
proof of the respective algorithms.
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[9]

We have successfully verified a series of non-recursive
binary tree algorithms, including: binary tree pre-order, inorder, post-order, hierarchical traversal, calculation the
length of the internal path of the binary tree; exchange the left
and right children of all nodes of the binary tree, the
establishment of in-order threaded binary tree; judge whether
the binary tree is a balanced binary tree, judge whether the
binary tree is a full binary tree, and so on. The successful
development and verification of these examples illustrates the
effectiveness and feasibility of our method.
We have used Isabelle to define the related data types,
data structures, and related auxiliary functions of commonly
used binary tree algorithms, and developed a tree algorithm
theorem proof library, which is very helpful for future reuse
and construction of more complex verification. The next
research plan includes two parts: one is to verify more
complex tree algorithms, such as B-tree, red-black tree, etc.,
through the tree algorithm theorem proof library; second,
extend our method to graph algorithm development and
machine-assisted theorem proving. By analyzing and refining
some graph algorithm proofs, the theorem proving library of
graph algorithms will be developed.
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